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Experience to Provide Rapidly Mobilized Diagnostic
Test Kit Production Solution
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Scale, scope, and regulatory credentials ease the challenges associated with kitting, packaging, and shipping

diagnostic test kits for companies in medical device, DNA and lab testing

CHICAGO--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company (RRD) (NYSE: RRD), a leading global provider of

marketing and business communications, today introduced a holistic supply chain solution for the production,

kitting, and ful�llment of point-of-care and at-home diagnostic test kits. The solution builds upon RRD’s signi�cant

experience, processes and systems to address the increased need for end-to-end test kit production.

The COVID-19 pandemic has given rise to a signi�cant increase in demand for virtual healthcare. A recent McKinsey

& Company study found that consumer adoption of telehealth has skyrocketed over the past year, with 46 percent

of consumers using remote options to replace cancelled healthcare visits — compared to 11 percent in 2019. This

move to virtual health has prompted the need for diagnostic testing solutions that can be self-administered from

home.

To address this evolving and critical demand, RRD created a diagnostic test kit o�ering — an end-to-end supply

chain solution that integrates and accelerates all stages of test kit production from ideation, development and

production to ful�llment and supply chain management. The process also incorporates creative design, packaging

and label production, and scalable execution on a global footprint. Given RRD’s existing supply chain solutions and

regulatory-compliant facilities, the new solution addresses common industry challenges such as compliance, cost,

and speed to market.
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“At-home test kits o�er patients greater convenience while limiting risks of exposure, but for companies new to the

test kit space, it may be a struggle to meet the increased supply chain demands required to successfully produce a

high volume of diagnostic kits,” said Ken Gammon, Vice President, RRD Healthcare Solutions. “The extra capacity

from a one-stop shop partner coupled with a strategic and consultative approach leads to on-time distribution and

delivery, quality assurance, and improved ROI.”

The breadth of the solution allows for the management of multiple vendors and SKUs, an abundance of supply with

a reduced lead time, and the ability to manage complexities and drive internal process e�ciencies.

“RRD recognizes the high level of supply chain complexity involved in the test kit production, including regulatory

approval, component and equipment shortages, and logistical planning,” said John Pecaric, President, RRD Business

Services. “By leveraging RRD’s existing global resources and long-standing supply chain experience, we can ensure

our clients have a holistic, reliable solution as they bring diagnostic tests to the marketplace.”

The solution is part of RRD's Life Sciences Solution Suite, which top Life Sciences companies worldwide rely on to

execute best in class product execution from design through production, kitting, ful�llment and distribution

through our global regulatory compliant network of facilities. Find more information here: rrd.com/life-sciences.

About RRD

RRD is a leading global provider of multichannel business communications services and marketing solutions. With

more than 50,000 clients and 36,400 employees across 29 countries, RRD o�ers the industry’s most comprehensive

o�ering of solutions designed to help companies—from Main Street to Wall Street—optimize customer

engagement and streamline business operations across the complete customer journey. RRD o�ers a

comprehensive portfolio of capabilities, experience and scale that enables organizations around the world to

create, manage, deliver, and optimize their marketing and business communications strategies. For more

information, visit the Company’s website at www.rrd.com.
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